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Connected trucks (platoons) conjoined with last-
mile drone delivery could provide economic and
safety benefit compared to truck freight delivery. A
holistic assessment of the of critical components
are necessary to serve as a guide for policy
makers
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OBJECTIVE
To compare the cost and 
efficiency of integrated truck-
drone freight delivery 
operations for a hypothetical 
truck freight platoon corridor: 
• Minimize pavement 

damage
• Maximize fuel savings
• Embedded passive 

sensing material
• Effectiveness of drones

Optimization with Wind

Pavement Performance V2I Communication
Progression of International Roughness 
Index (IRI) was obtained for various penetration 
levels (PL) of platoons. Expected strain and 
experimental data were used to quantify spacing 
and lateral position effect on pavements.

Rutting 
increased with 
rest period due 
to hardening-
relaxation 
mechanism.

LCCA

Top few inches of 
pavement surface was 
modified to create an 
electromagnetic 
(EM) signature that 
determines vehicle 
lateral position.
EM signatures on road are detected in 
normal and adverse weather conditions by  
sensor array. Cost of infrastructure 
improvements was negligible compared to 
safety offsets.

Advanced lane keeping using passive 
material sensors beyond computer vision with 
cameras can provide increased safety for 
truck platoons.

1. CFD Analysis Average drag coefficient 
of platoon 

2. Database of CFD simulations – Truck 
parameters, wind conditions

3. Data driven surrogate model (R2=0.98)        
Prediction of drag force for newer 
scenarios Optimized position 

of platoon was 
identified. Average 
reduction in fuel-
consumption could be 
up to 10% for 
headway of 18ft, 
accounting for various 
wind conditions.

Last Mile Drone Delivery

Drones deliver parcels to customers in an 
area cooperatively with a truck driving at a 
constant speed along the roadway. 

Last-mile delivery 
using drones is 
more efficient and 
cost-effective
than conventional 
manned delivery.  

The aerial traffic of drones is 
described by partial 
differential equations, where 
the solution yields self-
optimized travel cost for all 
drones at traffic equilibrium.
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Truck Excessive Fuel Consumption

Fuel Consumption Fuel Savings
A 20-year 
design 
period is 
assumed for 
LCCA with a 
2-in milling/ 
overlay 
activity in 
10th year.
Roughness-speed impact model was used to 
calculate excess fuel consumption. 
• Lesser spacings resulted in lower fuel 

consumption. 
• Distributing truck traffic across lane width 

always results in lower user cost, for all 
platoon configurations

Conclusions
Integrated truck-drone freight delivery results 
in 15% user cost and 55% delivery cost 
reduction than conventional freight delivery 
for the selected corridor.

Planning/Design Operations
Low EM cost with high 
positional accuracy even 
during harsh weather 
conditions

Platoon configuration 
was optimized for 
position based on wind 
conditions through a 
surrogate model 

Higher platoon 
penetration levels with 
distributed traffic is the 
best scenario to reduce 
pavement distresses

In addition to cost 
savings, drone delivery 
is cheaper and reduces 
delivery headway 
significantly compared 
to traditional delivery

For a headway of 18ft, 
• Higher PLs       Lower distresses 
• Channelized traffic = human driven scenario. 


